studies using Or determine its value as a fitted parameter and make the assumption that liquid flow processes are negligible at 0 values less than O r. While the LVN paper contributes a valuable discussion of the nature of Or, it leaves several problems unresolved, including fundamental difficulties in associating a definite physical condition with Or, practical inadequacies of the models at low 0 values, and difficulties in designating a main wetting curve.
The LVN paper (p. 2188) defines Or as the value of 0 at which films of wetting liquid coating the solid particles are reduced to the point where "all or parts of the connecting films become so thin, and hence so strongly adsorbed onto the solid phase, that the wetting fluid loses its capability to respond to hydraulic gradients." It is highly desirable to have such a physically based definition, but this particular definition is not well supported by observation. The possibility that liquid flow might cease at a nonzero 0 value has been investigated, but so far there is no conclusive experi- values. When practical models as presented by LVN seem to be inadequate for these applications, the deficiency is probably in the models themselves rather than the underlying unsaturated flow theory; the basic theory may well be quite sound near and below the values given as Or. Besides the low-0 Darcy's law test mentioned earlier, a more recent study [Nimmo, 1990] To develop improved models that are not so limited, if the Or concept is retained, it will be necessary to develop for it a consistent theoretical basis which can be supported by experimental observations.
